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								Our first visiting designer lecture of the semester is this Thursday.

February 25, 6:30pm

Metcalf Auditorium, Chace Center

[image: df7d88437777b9acfe77b8237f3f9c10]

Michael Rock is a founding partner and Creative Director at 2×4 and Director of the Graphic Architecture Project at the Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation. At 2×4, he leads a wide range of projects for Prada, Nike, Kanye West, Barneys New York, Harvard and CCTV. Before starting 2×4, he was co-founder of Information incorporated in Boston. From 1984–91 he was Adjunct Professor of Graphic Design at the Rhode Island School of Design and since 1991 he has been a member of the design faculty at the Yale School of Art where he holds the rank of Adjunct Professor. In addition, he was a fellow at the Jan Van Eyck Akademie in Maastricht, The Netherlands, and a contributing editor and graphic design journalist at I.D. Magazine in New York. His writing on design has appeared in publications worldwide. He holds an A.B. in Humanities from Union College and a M.F.A from the Rhode Island School of Design. He is the recipient of the 1999/2000 Rome Prize in Design from the American Academy in Rome and currently serves on the board of the Academy.

Michael’s classic essay Designer as Author (1996)
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								How do reflection, documentation and synthesis facilitate awareness?

Throughout the semester you will develop your own reflective process, running parallel to the other units. Nurturing a daily practice that notes your experience and insights (experiments, failures, interests, questions, methodologies) is a bridge to learning. In this unit you will give yourself a space to nurture this practice. In addition, a final Reflective Process Document will be prepared during your final 2 weeks of the semester.

— Nurture your reflective practice daily via written notes on your DS studio work and experiences.

— Even if only for a minute or so.

— Write spontaneously.

— Use any writing style that feels comfortable and natural to you. 

— Feel free to add visual notes, as needed. 

— Don’t belabor it! This is not an English class, not a thesis, not a test. 

Share

You will be asked to share your reflective process with your instructor at various times throughout the semester. This is not meant to “prove” anything but rather to show evidence of your attention to your work. There may be no response/critique.

Process Document

Towards the end of the semester, you will be asked to synthesize your notes into a more finished process document that will be shared with your instructor, to be graded as Unit 18. We will spend time on this during the last two weeks of the semester. More details to come.
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								What are my design values?

Often, we are called upon to respond to a design challenge with solutions. But deep insight into a design process begins with awareness, self-directed inquiry and questions, not answers. If we allow uncertainty and risk into our practice, even vulnerability, we might get closer to our own values and identity as a designer. Unintended consequences and surprise can be key ingredients in the search for our own position in the world of design. In this introductory unit we will practice a questioning stance as preparation for your last semester in the Design Studio sequence, and for the faculty to take note of your needs and interests.  

Self-inquiry 

— Begin by yourself. Using the index cards, generate a series of questions around your own interests in design. What is important to you? (30 minutes)

— There are no right or wrong questions, but try to ask questions that are open to flexible opinions and points of view (rather than yes/no questions). Open is good. Try to be as authentic as possible to your own identity as a designer.

Discourse

— Now, pair up. Interview each other about your questions. Test them. . . how do they hold up to conversation? Try asking: why — what if — how — how might we? Which questions resonate? Which are most important? Choose three. (60 minutes)

— Double the groups and expand the conversation. Discuss your sets of questions. (30 minutes)

Form

— Give form to one (or two but no more than three) of your questions with image, text and/or objects. (60 minutes)

Install

— Install your expression in the GD Commons and be ready for a group discussion at 5pm.
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								Relevant quotes

“Unprecedented environmental, social and cultural crises demand our attention. Many cultural interventions, social marketing campaigns, books, magazines, exhibitions, educational tools, television programs, films, charitable causes and other information design projects urgently require our expertise and help.”

First Things First Manifesto 2000, “Emigre,” 1999, # 51

“Designers are the mediators of our daily experience. The easier my compost bucket is to use, the more comfortable my ride on the bus, and the more appealing my reusable grocery bag, the more likely I am to participate in environmentally sound practices. Designers cary a heavy responsibility, but at the same time they can offer our future the greatest gift.”

Gavin Newsom, Lt. Gavernor of California [in: Just Design by Christopher Simmons]

“Now is the time for designers to step up and use what they know how to do to help shape a positive future for people and the planet.”

John Bielenberg [in: Just Design by Christopher Simmons, p. 1]

“Why ‘social design’ here, now? What is society today, in certain parts of the world, such that it is not unusual to think that designers might have a role to play in reforming society? What is design that designers think reformed sociality is the outcome, if not also the means, of what designers do?”

Cameron Tonkinwise, Director of Design Studies, Carnegie Mellon University, ‘Social Design and the Age of Neoliberalism’, [in: Social Design Futures, HEI Research and the AHRC by Leah Armstrong Jocelyn Bailey Guy Julier Lucy Kimbell, p. 3]

“Social design cannot be a subspecialty of the design profession (like graphic design, package design, product design, service design, and so on), but is a larger activity that depends upon design in all its forms–thought, processes, tools, methodologies, skills, histories, systems–to contribute to the needs of larger society. It implies at once an attitude and an approach to life: as such, it can help us frame how we want to live in the future. It is therefore inherently pragmatic and results-oriented, simultaneously humble and ambitious, and fundamentally optimistic and forward-looking.”

William Drenttel [in Designing for Social Change by Andrew Shea, p. 7]

“This is not to suggest that so-called ‘good’ design is necessarily better design; bus schedules, product labels, freeway signs and ballots are all critical elements of our designed society. In these experiences there can be no righteousness. They are, importantly, neutral. Nevertheless, they require skillful design—just as the most mundane products and incidental experiences must also be designed. Collectively these fabricate the visual landscape of our culture.”

Christopher Simmons, Just Design p. 4

“Creative for the sake of being creative is fine, but here, the creative has to serve the mission.”

Diana Berno, [in: Just Design by Christopher Simmons, p. 186, 2011]

“I want designers to rewrite the rule book, cut back on the idle talk and engage the world as creative citizens.”

Emily Pilloton, [in: Just Design by Christopher Simmons, p. 76, 2011]

“We need to learn and see designers as creators in the service of society, where — according to contemporary sociology — ‘everybody is a designer’” …

Ezio Manzini, Alternatywne światy, “2+3D” nr 13, p. 52
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								Useful links

https://vimeo.com/6536249

http://creativemornings.com/talks/jennifer-daniel/1

http://www.emigre.com/Editorial.php?sect=1&id=13

http://www.designishistory.com/1960/first-things-first/

http://mappingsocialdesign.org

https://mappingsocialdesign.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/social-design-report.pdf

http://www.howdesign.com/design-creativity/design-change/
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								How and to what extent can design change, or influence the world around us?

There have never been times like these: technology, politics, environmental challenges, and social unrest are colliding with remarkable force, shaking the earth and its inhabitants to the core. Can designers make a difference in this complicated world, and if so how? We often hear about design as a tool for change. This Unit asks you to question this premise, to look closely at the world around you, at both large and small-scale issues, and identify areas where design has made change.

According to William Drenttel, even the prosocial design has got its “darker side”: “It privileged the teacher, not the students; the client, not the user; the provider, not the person in need. It was too often design about design, design for the sake of design, designers preaching to one another about design’s capability to create impact.”

In this unit it’s time we stopped focusing on us-designers. Let’s not promote our own style and expression. Let’s not tell any story (more or less interesting to ordinary mortals). Let’s not experiment (formally). Let’s focus on the users and their needs instead. Can we imagine a project that would yield tangible positive results?

“The time to act as a community is now.”—Rosanne Somerson, President of RISD

The necessary minimum for positive grade is preparing the scenario-based design (including analysis/research, prototyping/designing, action/event, consequences/evaluation) and designing the key elements of a project (see schedule). The students should be encouraged, however, to implement the project and evaluate its efficacy (during last week or even after the fall session).

Issues to consider

– probably design cannot change the world. The question is what it can change and how.

– is it possible to start with a person and develop from there (rather than starting with an issue and “applying” the solution to the person)? Or maybe it is better to start with a global issue and consider how to work it out locally based on studying the user, researching the user, understanding their needs and behavior?

– how would you interpret the well-known slogan “Think globally act locally”?

– how can we change someone’s behavior or mind with design?

– how can we help someone who needs something with design?

– how can we identify and/or address a broken system?

– how can a designer use systems and typography when trying to say something useful (to an individual vs a community vs a whole country)

– how can designers use scale and language to make an actual change (ways: micro and macro).

Learning Objectives

– developing the critical outlook at the discipline of graphic design

– analysis of socially involved graphic designs (ideology/propaganda/activism)

– defining areas, where graphic design directly affects user’s awareness

– shaping attitudes of an activist-designer

Proposed schedule [to be discuss with teacher]

Wed. Nov 18

Introduction talk / presentation

Homework (Analysis & Development): Defining the area of design activity (what the project refers to, e.g. improving visual communication of public transport system, discrimination, freedom of speech in the academic units, helping the homeless, hate speech in politics, revitalization of town districts, activating the local community). Research (what requires improvement/intervention). Research into existing solutions. Developing three initial concept designs (sketches, descriptions), including a proper strategy and medium (Facebook, poster, intervention in the public space, video etc.). Print results (any format).

Mon. Nov 23

discussion / initial concepts review

Presentation of the homework (area of activity, project problem statement, three initial concept designs) in printed form (any format). Discussion. Review of the concepts; choosing one proposition.

Homework (Scenario-based Design): Preparing a presentation (keynote/pdf) of a scenario-based design on the selected initial concept. The scenario should include:

1. detailed project description

2. implementation strategy/action

3. project’s impact on the surroundings/environment (how the design should work)

4. assumed process, changes/results

5. suggested project efficacy evaluation method

Wed. Nov 25

No class held (Thanksgiving break)

Mon. Nov 30

discussion / scenario review

Presentation of the selected scenario. Discussion. Scenario review.

Homework (Prototyping): Preparing the preliminary design of the key elements/prototyping (individually defining the detailed scope of a project with the teacher). Form of presentation in correspondence with the project scenario.

Wed. Dec 2

discussion / project review

Presentation of the project. Discussion. Project review.

Open studios – possibility of review with other teachers.

Homework: Developing the final form of a project.

Mon. Dec 7

discussion / finishing touch

Discussion on the best means of project presentation on Wednesday, December 9th. The finishing touches.

Homework (Presentation): Preparing the Wednesday presentation.

Wed. Dec 9

Walk about / project presentation

Presentation of the design scenario along with the selected elements of the project.

Evaluation  [to be discuss with teacher]

Gravity of the problem and correct defining of the project goal; research into existing solutions; inventiveness; potential level of improvement of the selected area; clarity of project presentation.
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								Tampopo

Babettes Feast

Supersize Me

Food, Inc.

Big Night

Chocolat

Eat Drink Man Woman

Jiro Dreams of Sushi

The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and her Lover

 

And just FYI, via the RISD library, MOVIES!!!

Entire criterion collection + more!

http://0-risd.kanopystreaming.com.librarycat.risd.edu
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								Food s love, food is joy, ritual pleasure. It is essential, healthy, delicious, local, gorgeous, and bountiful.

Food is also political, complex, a privilege. Food is power, scarce, badly produced, overly processed, toxic.



What is YOUR point of view?

How can you, a designer, express your POV persuasively, knowledgeably, and convincingly?



Final Visual Narrative (media is open) due WEDNESDAY NOV 19th.





Here are some interesting related links / ideas:

——————————————————-



THIS COLOSSAL / FOOD-themed subjects

http://thisiscolossal.com/?s=food



GOOD MAGAZINE

http://magazine.good.is/articles/low-tech-food-artisans-get-high-tech-online-home



BEAUTIFUL MARKETS

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/foodanddrinkpicturegalleries/11669822/The-worlds-most-beautiful-food-markets.html?frame=3339275



COLORS MAGAZINE

http://www.colorsmagazine.com/magazine/40DESIGN OBSERVER TOPICS

http://designobserver.com/topics.php



LAST MEALS

http://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/last-meals-of-death-row/



THIS AMERICAN LIFE:

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/569/put-a-bow-on-it

*the first two stories pertain to food

NYT/ BEES and FOOD

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/20/business/energy-environment/a-dangerous-cycle-in-food-production-bees-pollination.html

KARA WALKER – On Subtlety

http://creativetime.org/projects/karawalker/

Interesting in regards to presentation as a format:

– Robert Heatherington – Performance and the Construction of Identity
http://designobserver.com/feature/performance-and-the-construction-of-identity/38841

TOILET PAPER MAGAZINE Maurizio Cattelan

http://www.toiletpapermagazine.org/

https://www.google.com/search?q=maurizio+cattelan&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAWoVChMIqpOYg7vyyAIVQ-MmCh26PAre&biw=1276&bih=698#tbm=isch&q=toilet+paper+magazine+cover

WHAT THE WORLD EATS:

http://time.com/8515/hungry-planet-what-the-world-eats/

MICHAEL POLLAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEUxk12U9ZQ

CHRIS JORDAN

http://www.chrisjordan.com/gallery/rtn/#plastic-bottles

http://www.chrisjordan.com/gallery/rtn/#prison-uniforms-set

best viewed on computer not phone

ADD BUSTERS

https://www.adbusters.org/category/tags/eco

Other topics/people to look up

– K-Hole consumer reports http://khole.net/issues/05/

http://rhizome.org/editorial/2013/mar/26/mission-creep/

– Andrea Fraser – lectures as performance

– Hito Steyrl – Is the Museum a Battlefield?

– Charlotte Cheetham – Slide Shows series

*In regards to subverting aesthetic and established systems

– Yes Men

– Culture Jamming

– Détournement – adbusters

– armchair activism
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								How can designers engage audiences around issues pertaining to the most fundamental human activity of all: FOOD?

This project asks you to consider all the ramifications of its procurement, consumption, ritual, and economies.

In our ever more global world, one thing we all have in common is the need to eat.

Our bodies need food for sustenance, and our souls need to gather with others for the health of our communities and for human contact. Design is complicit in how we think or know about food and how we buy it, see it, use it, learn about its politics and problems, its rituals and complexities. We are asking students to consider their own position and or interests and points of view around of: Food and Food Culture, in the context of food as part of a system of production and consumption, distribution and procurement.

Consider how the process of production, consumption, and other food/dining activities contribute to massive environmental change; which has produced 19 to 29 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions per year and deeply impacts the environmental changes that are taking place.

 

TWO PHASES:

1) phase one:

>> Information design (project given Mon Nov 2 Due Mon Nov 9)

>> Unit 03 asks you to consider and choose among the suggested topics one of them.

>> Investigate its background Information that are related to your topic.

>> Find articles, websites, news sources, videos, books etc.

>> Evaluate, edit, organize your data to its very basic facts and core.

>> Develop a comprehensive and well-researched and knowledgeable presentation of your research and information. Show your content, drawings, and maps, and make digram(s) charts, show statistics, etc. to tell your story through the quantitative and qualitative aspect of information design (like the previous work shop study).

Format 24 x 36 poster.

Learning Goal: To develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of information

Unit Objective: To encourage designers to engage in critical cultural and global issues.

 

2) phase two: Visual Narrative (project given Mon Nov 9 Due Wed Nov 18)

Based on your phase one project, begin to draw, sketch, develop a formal  visual story with rhetorical narrative attitude.

It should define your narrative voice and position.

Use any media including: visual narrative, text, image, sound performance, projection, etc.

Goal is to engage your audience.

Medium is open to the most appropriate and communicative format.

 

SUGGESTED TOPIC AREAS:

Chemical agriculture

Other agricultural practices can impact the climate. Synthetic pesticides and fertilizers are widely used in agriculture, and are often made from fossil fuels. Manufacturing and transporting these chemicals uses significant quantities of energy and produces greenhouse gases.

Local food

Where your food comes from is also a factor. Currently, the average meal travels 1200 km from the farm to plate. Food that is grown closer to home will therefore have fewer transportation emissions associated with it, and also be fresher and support local farmers. And as the distance food travels decreases, so does the need for processing and refrigeration to reduce spoilage.

Food and health

We are what we eat, and getting it right can significantly slow the clock down

The one dietary approach that has consistently been found to extend the life span of animals is simply to feed them less. A diet based on natural, nutrient-packed foods such as fruits, vegetables, eggs, meat, fish, nuts, seeds, beans and lentils will help the body get by on less without the need to go hungry. Drinking plenty of water has been linked with a reduced risk of major killers including heart disease and cancer, and helps to prevent overeating too.

Food waste

America has a wasteful food culture because of the pattern of our eating, and that kind of diet is one we’re unfortunately exporting to the rest of the world.  one third of the world’s food is wasted before it is consumed  In the developed world most of the waste happens at the consumer end, when food spoils in grocery stores or in refrigerators. Most of the waste in the developing world happens on the farm as a consequence of inefficient storage and processing facilities.

Each year 1.3bn tonnes of food, about a third of all that is produced, is wasted, including about 45% of all fruit and vegetables, 35% of fish and seafood, 30% of cereals, 20% of dairy products and 20% of meat.

Price volatility

The price of food is wildly volatile. In 2008, the United Nations Food Price Index almost doubled in less than a year before crashing in 2009. Prices then shot up again in 2010 and 2011. Despite this volatility, our supply of food stayed stable throughout this period. This suggests that the price of food is not determined by our ability to produce food at a global level.

Food additives

Do we choose the product that is “free from artificial sweetener” or has “no MSG”? What about the one that “contains no GM” Researchers have become uneasy about the use of iron in our diets. It brings dietary advantages to many, but problems for others. Folic acid, wheat, soya, nuts, shellfish and milk products bring benefits – but can pose risks. Dealing with occasionally dangerous trace ingredients is a vexed issue.

Organic food

Organic food has more of the antioxidant compounds linked to better health than regular food, and lower levels of toxic metals and pesticides, according to the most comprehensive scientific analysis to date. There are “statistically significant, meaningful” differences, with a range of antioxidants being “substantially higher” – between 19% and 69% – in organic food.

Processed food

The IARC’s experts concluded that each 50-gram (1.8-ounce) portion of processed meat eaten daily increased the risk of colorectal cancer by 18%.

Global food system

The most important thing to know about the global food system is also one of the least appreciated: there is enough food for everyone on the planet to live a healthy and nutritious life. In fact, the UN tells us that there is about 2,800 kcal per person per day available. But, the global food system is deeply inequitable. There are about 842 million people hungry on the planet, while at the same time there are about 1.5 billion who are overweight or obese.

Environmental impact

The way we’re producing our food is impacting our environment. Agriculture is responsible for 75% of deforestation worldwide, and is the largest contributor of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions. We’re also rapidly losing marine food sources. In 2010, 53% of fisheries were fully exploited (pdf), 28% were overexploited, 3% were depleted, and 1% were recovering from depletion.

Corporate control

A very small number of corporations control the vast majority of the world’s food trade: four companies produce more than 58% of the world’s seeds; four global firms account for 97% of poultry genetics research and development; yet another four produce more than 60% of the agrochemicals farmers use.
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										Unit 18 slides (PDF)

Task

Design an outward-facing expression of your reflective process.

Form

A print product

An on-screen experience

An object

Function

You are making a practical but expressive tool that you will use to facilitate your end-of-year discussions.

Audience

Community (GD Commons, 5/18, 11:20am)

+

Your instructor (5/18)

+

Your end-of-year review (5/25)

[image: Pages from DS4_May9_2016]

We began the semester by asking you to ask questions.

This weekend, set aside some time away from distractions to think about those questions in relation to your own progress this semester.

**

What’s working?

**

What do you consider to be your strongest accomplishments as a designer so far?

**

What are your biggest challenges moving forward?

**

Where do you need help?

**

What inspires you?

**

What are your hopes for moving forward?

**

How have your design values evolved?

Try to be honest and clear with yourself.

This kind of awareness is crucial to any creative practice.

An essential part of becoming a designer is recognizing the importance of reflection and self-evaluation.

Ideally, it’s a continuous part of your growth process, in school and beyond.

Wednesday May 11

Unit 17 review

Monday May 16

Unit 18 design studio

Wednesday May 18

Unit 18 review

11:30–12:30 Full group in GD Commons

12:30–4:20 Individual meetings

Wednesday May 25

Juniors end-of-year review

f Benjamin Shaykin
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										Question

How do we design Design?

Summary

More and more, designers are expanding their traditional role as service provider into positions of greater agency. Today, the designer as author, producer, entrepreneur or cultural critic is common. Whatever the challenge, designers are now able to activate their own ideas and shape projects and products for users and audiences directly. How do we design the design process to best serve these relationships? In this unit—your most in-depth Design Studio project at RISD to date—you’ll begin by identifying your own interest that stimulates an inquiry reflecting your own questions, values and identity as a designer.

Learning objectives

— to become intimately aware of the “process of design” as an unfolding creative experience.

— to develop a project experience of personal interest and value.

— to develop a natural unfolding process deliberately guided by visual search.

— to ensure a meaningful enfolding of ideas into a final resolution.

Process phases and schedule

Unit#17 Phase 1:



1) Identify your main interest condensed into a single word by reflecting briefly on your response to Unit#15’s question (and sub-questions): What are my design values? Do so in a very short time!

IMPORTANT: DO NOT have project any product or design—keep your mind open!

2) Respond to this via a “making” process of VISUAL SEARCH (to draw, sketch, diagram, form, build, etc.). See the “Conditional Making” below to help you get into this “making” process)

3) From this visual response evolve a simplified “design brief” (meant to evolve over time).

4) For MONDAY 4/11: present this visual search for group review, to fill at least one table, structured in a self-explanatory “narrative” that allows us to respond to what you share from your experience. Present only the results. Do not describe, or explain.

Conditional Making: Choose 2–3 conditions from this list:



— a physical place (a nation, a region, a spot down by the canal, a wall, a pathway, the mall etc.)

— a tool (scanner, copy machine, snapchat, after effects, dropbox, tape, brush, glue, letterpress etc.)

— a method or action (appropriation, collage, collaboration, gaming, blow up, repeat, erase, etc.)

— content / material (newspaper, books, wiki articles, photo archive, googled street view, poem, letters, etc.)

— a physical context (getting dressed, reading a book, taking care of a child, watching a movie, sending

email, riding a train, browsing the web, online shopping, to-do lists, texting a friend etc.)

— an emotional context (make someone happy, take away pain, make yourself laugh, reduce anxiety, etc.)

(For example: scanner, getting dressed, at the mall; or: masking tape, by the canal, make someone happy.)

Using your conditions, pose your questions, make your inquiries, and follow the process….

f Benjamin Shaykin
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										Digital Tools presentation PDF.



f Benjamin Shaykin
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Community Music Works Fellow Shawn LeSure performing by the Dainichi Buddha in the RISD Museum (March 2015)



Question

How can all of our senses be used to design and communicate experience?  

Summary

As graphic designers we tend to privilege a visual perspective. But experience actually relies on all our senses (touch, sound, smell, taste, visual), inevitably part of one’s total nature for experience. When we set out to capture experience, with the goal of informing others, can we do so in multiple dimensions? How might we use all of our senses to enhance understanding? In this unit, we’ll look at translating sensory input — in the form of a fully immersive, shared experience at the RISD Museum — into experiential output. 

You will begin by setting aside expectations and entering the RISD Museum with a beginner’s mind, searching for discrete moments that you connect to using an array of senses. You will identify five of these sensory “inputs” — experiences in the museum that are important to you — and record them in some way. These inputs will be developed, expanded and refined into a series of five output expressions that communicates some aspect of the museum to a public audience. 

Think of this project as an investigation in experiential design at the scale of the body in physical space, with the museum collections, gallery spaces, surfaces, sounds and smells as your content. How will you record, develop, design and articulate this experience in ways that capture the essence of your content? How might your design project go beyond the conventions for marketing an arts institution? 

Learning objectives

— Learn to sharpen sensory input into rich output

— Explore design experientially as a means to understanding

— Develop products that reflect information and experience

— Develop an understanding of relational design (user experience, social context, environment)  

Part 1: Five inputs (1.5 weeks)

— Engage with the RISD Museum.

— Use all senses to explore and inquire: sight (seeing), sound (hearing), touch (feeling), smell (olfactory), taste (oral). Note that time may also be used as another “sense.”

— Record your experiences.

— Communicate your experiences to the studio.

Part 2: Development (1 week)

— Focus on at least two experiences from the museum.

— Expand these into multiple ideas and forms.

Part 3: Five outputs (2 weeks)

— Consider your audience and develop the ideas into a project that communicates your sensory experience of the museum.

— Design your project into five outputs that express the museum experience.

— Prototype your design.

— Work collaboratively to present an installation of your projects in the GD Commons.

Things to consider:

— How do you communicate personal values and insights from your experience?

— What are the platforms and media to best communicate your ideas?

— Can others (teams, sharing) help you appreciate the value to the whole?

— What role does time play in sensory experience?

f Benjamin Shaykin
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										How do reflection, documentation and synthesis facilitate awareness?

Throughout the semester you will develop your own reflective process, running parallel to the other units. Nurturing a daily practice that notes your experience and insights (experiments, failures, interests, questions, methodologies) is a bridge to learning. In this unit you will give yourself a space to nurture this practice. In addition, a final Reflective Process Document will be prepared during your final 2 weeks of the semester.

— Nurture your reflective practice daily via written notes on your DS studio work and experiences.

— Even if only for a minute or so.

— Write spontaneously.

— Use any writing style that feels comfortable and natural to you. 

— Feel free to add visual notes, as needed. 

— Don’t belabor it! This is not an English class, not a thesis, not a test. 

Share

You will be asked to share your reflective process with your instructor at various times throughout the semester. This is not meant to “prove” anything but rather to show evidence of your attention to your work. There may be no response/critique.

Process Document

Towards the end of the semester, you will be asked to synthesize your notes into a more finished process document that will be shared with your instructor, to be graded as Unit 18. We will spend time on this during the last two weeks of the semester. More details to come.

f Benjamin Shaykin
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										What are my design values?

Often, we are called upon to respond to a design challenge with solutions. But deep insight into a design process begins with awareness, self-directed inquiry and questions, not answers. If we allow uncertainty and risk into our practice, even vulnerability, we might get closer to our own values and identity as a designer. Unintended consequences and surprise can be key ingredients in the search for our own position in the world of design. In this introductory unit we will practice a questioning stance as preparation for your last semester in the Design Studio sequence, and for the faculty to take note of your needs and interests.  

Self-inquiry 

— Begin by yourself. Using the index cards, generate a series of questions around your own interests in design. What is important to you? (30 minutes)

— There are no right or wrong questions, but try to ask questions that are open to flexible opinions and points of view (rather than yes/no questions). Open is good. Try to be as authentic as possible to your own identity as a designer.

Discourse

— Now, pair up. Interview each other about your questions. Test them. . . how do they hold up to conversation? Try asking: why — what if — how — how might we? Which questions resonate? Which are most important? Choose three. (60 minutes)

— Double the groups and expand the conversation. Discuss your sets of questions. (30 minutes)

Form

— Give form to one (or two but no more than three) of your questions with image, text and/or objects. (60 minutes)

Install

— Install your expression in the GD Commons and be ready for a group discussion at 5pm.

f Benjamin Shaykin
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										How and to what extent can design change, or influence the world around us?

There have never been times like these: technology, politics, environmental challenges, and social unrest are colliding with remarkable force, shaking the earth and its inhabitants to the core. Can designers make a difference in this complicated world, and if so how? We often hear about design as a tool for change. This Unit asks you to question this premise, to look closely at the world around you, at both large and small-scale issues, and identify areas where design has made change.

According to William Drenttel, even the prosocial design has got its “darker side”: “It privileged the teacher, not the students; the client, not the user; the provider, not the person in need. It was too often design about design, design for the sake of design, designers preaching to one another about design’s capability to create impact.”

In this unit it’s time we stopped focusing on us-designers. Let’s not promote our own style and expression. Let’s not tell any story (more or less interesting to ordinary mortals). Let’s not experiment (formally). Let’s focus on the users and their needs instead. Can we imagine a project that would yield tangible positive results?

“The time to act as a community is now.”—Rosanne Somerson, President of RISD

The necessary minimum for positive grade is preparing the scenario-based design (including analysis/research, prototyping/designing, action/event, consequences/evaluation) and designing the key elements of a project (see schedule). The students should be encouraged, however, to implement the project and evaluate its efficacy (during last week or even after the fall session).

Issues to consider

– probably design cannot change the world. The question is what it can change and how.

– is it possible to start with a person and develop from there (rather than starting with an issue and “applying” the solution to the person)? Or maybe it is better to start with a global issue and consider how to work it out locally based on studying the user, researching the user, understanding their needs and behavior?

– how would you interpret the well-known slogan “Think globally act locally”?

– how can we change someone’s behavior or mind with design?

– how can we help someone who needs something with design?

– how can we identify and/or address a broken system?

– how can a designer use systems and typography when trying to say something useful (to an individual vs a community vs a whole country)

– how can designers use scale and language to make an actual change (ways: micro and macro).

Learning Objectives

– developing the critical outlook at the discipline of graphic design

– analysis of socially involved graphic designs (ideology/propaganda/activism)

– defining areas, where graphic design directly affects user’s awareness

– shaping attitudes of an activist-designer

Proposed schedule [to be discuss with teacher]

Wed. Nov 18

Introduction talk / presentation

Homework (Analysis & Development): Defining the area of design activity (what the project refers to, e.g. improving visual communication of public transport system, discrimination, freedom of speech in the academic units, helping the homeless, hate speech in politics, revitalization of town districts, activating the local community). Research (what requires improvement/intervention). Research into existing solutions. Developing three initial concept designs (sketches, descriptions), including a proper strategy and medium (Facebook, poster, intervention in the public space, video etc.). Print results (any format).

Mon. Nov 23

discussion / initial concepts review

Presentation of the homework (area of activity, project problem statement, three initial concept designs) in printed form (any format). Discussion. Review of the concepts; choosing one proposition.

Homework (Scenario-based Design): Preparing a presentation (keynote/pdf) of a scenario-based design on the selected initial concept. The scenario should include:

1. detailed project description

2. implementation strategy/action

3. project’s impact on the surroundings/environment (how the design should work)

4. assumed process, changes/results

5. suggested project efficacy evaluation method

Wed. Nov 25

No class held (Thanksgiving break)

Mon. Nov 30

discussion / scenario review

Presentation of the selected scenario. Discussion. Scenario review.

Homework (Prototyping): Preparing the preliminary design of the key elements/prototyping (individually defining the detailed scope of a project with the teacher). Form of presentation in correspondence with the project scenario.

Wed. Dec 2

discussion / project review

Presentation of the project. Discussion. Project review.

Open studios – possibility of review with other teachers.

Homework: Developing the final form of a project.

Mon. Dec 7

discussion / finishing touch

Discussion on the best means of project presentation on Wednesday, December 9th. The finishing touches.

Homework (Presentation): Preparing the Wednesday presentation.

Wed. Dec 9

Walk about / project presentation

Presentation of the design scenario along with the selected elements of the project.

Evaluation  [to be discuss with teacher]

Gravity of the problem and correct defining of the project goal; research into existing solutions; inventiveness; potential level of improvement of the selected area; clarity of project presentation.

f Jacek Mrowczyk
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										How can designers engage audiences around issues pertaining to the most fundamental human activity of all: FOOD?

This project asks you to consider all the ramifications of its procurement, consumption, ritual, and economies.

In our ever more global world, one thing we all have in common is the need to eat.

Our bodies need food for sustenance, and our souls need to gather with others for the health of our communities and for human contact. Design is complicit in how we think or know about food and how we buy it, see it, use it, learn about its politics and problems, its rituals and complexities. We are asking students to consider their own position and or interests and points of view around of: Food and Food Culture, in the context of food as part of a system of production and consumption, distribution and procurement.

Consider how the process of production, consumption, and other food/dining activities contribute to massive environmental change; which has produced 19 to 29 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions per year and deeply impacts the environmental changes that are taking place.

 

TWO PHASES:

1) phase one:

>> Information design (project given Mon Nov 2 Due Mon Nov 9)

>> Unit 03 asks you to consider and choose among the suggested topics one of them.

>> Investigate its background Information that are related to your topic.

>> Find articles, websites, news sources, videos, books etc.

>> Evaluate, edit, organize your data to its very basic facts and core.

>> Develop a comprehensive and well-researched and knowledgeable presentation of your research and information. Show your content, drawings, and maps, and make digram(s) charts, show statistics, etc. to tell your story through the quantitative and qualitative aspect of information design (like the previous work shop study).

Format 24 x 36 poster.

Learning Goal: To develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of information

Unit Objective: To encourage designers to engage in critical cultural and global issues.

 

2) phase two: Visual Narrative (project given Mon Nov 9 Due Wed Nov 18)

Based on your phase one project, begin to draw, sketch, develop a formal  visual story with rhetorical narrative attitude.

It should define your narrative voice and position.

Use any media including: visual narrative, text, image, sound performance, projection, etc.

Goal is to engage your audience.

Medium is open to the most appropriate and communicative format.

 

SUGGESTED TOPIC AREAS:

Chemical agriculture

Other agricultural practices can impact the climate. Synthetic pesticides and fertilizers are widely used in agriculture, and are often made from fossil fuels. Manufacturing and transporting these chemicals uses significant quantities of energy and produces greenhouse gases.

Local food

Where your food comes from is also a factor. Currently, the average meal travels 1200 km from the farm to plate. Food that is grown closer to home will therefore have fewer transportation emissions associated with it, and also be fresher and support local farmers. And as the distance food travels decreases, so does the need for processing and refrigeration to reduce spoilage.

Food and health

We are what we eat, and getting it right can significantly slow the clock down

The one dietary approach that has consistently been found to extend the life span of animals is simply to feed them less. A diet based on natural, nutrient-packed foods such as fruits, vegetables, eggs, meat, fish, nuts, seeds, beans and lentils will help the body get by on less without the need to go hungry. Drinking plenty of water has been linked with a reduced risk of major killers including heart disease and cancer, and helps to prevent overeating too.

Food waste

America has a wasteful food culture because of the pattern of our eating, and that kind of diet is one we’re unfortunately exporting to the rest of the world.  one third of the world’s food is wasted before it is consumed  In the developed world most of the waste happens at the consumer end, when food spoils in grocery stores or in refrigerators. Most of the waste in the developing world happens on the farm as a consequence of inefficient storage and processing facilities.

Each year 1.3bn tonnes of food, about a third of all that is produced, is wasted, including about 45% of all fruit and vegetables, 35% of fish and seafood, 30% of cereals, 20% of dairy products and 20% of meat.

Price volatility

The price of food is wildly volatile. In 2008, the United Nations Food Price Index almost doubled in less than a year before crashing in 2009. Prices then shot up again in 2010 and 2011. Despite this volatility, our supply of food stayed stable throughout this period. This suggests that the price of food is not determined by our ability to produce food at a global level.

Food additives

Do we choose the product that is “free from artificial sweetener” or has “no MSG”? What about the one that “contains no GM” Researchers have become uneasy about the use of iron in our diets. It brings dietary advantages to many, but problems for others. Folic acid, wheat, soya, nuts, shellfish and milk products bring benefits – but can pose risks. Dealing with occasionally dangerous trace ingredients is a vexed issue.

Organic food

Organic food has more of the antioxidant compounds linked to better health than regular food, and lower levels of toxic metals and pesticides, according to the most comprehensive scientific analysis to date. There are “statistically significant, meaningful” differences, with a range of antioxidants being “substantially higher” – between 19% and 69% – in organic food.

Processed food

The IARC’s experts concluded that each 50-gram (1.8-ounce) portion of processed meat eaten daily increased the risk of colorectal cancer by 18%.

Global food system

The most important thing to know about the global food system is also one of the least appreciated: there is enough food for everyone on the planet to live a healthy and nutritious life. In fact, the UN tells us that there is about 2,800 kcal per person per day available. But, the global food system is deeply inequitable. There are about 842 million people hungry on the planet, while at the same time there are about 1.5 billion who are overweight or obese.

Environmental impact

The way we’re producing our food is impacting our environment. Agriculture is responsible for 75% of deforestation worldwide, and is the largest contributor of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions. We’re also rapidly losing marine food sources. In 2010, 53% of fisheries were fully exploited (pdf), 28% were overexploited, 3% were depleted, and 1% were recovering from depletion.

Corporate control

A very small number of corporations control the vast majority of the world’s food trade: four companies produce more than 58% of the world’s seeds; four global firms account for 97% of poultry genetics research and development; yet another four produce more than 60% of the agrochemicals farmers use.

 

f Hammett Nurosi
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(artist: David Shrigley)

 

So to bring design out from under the thumb of content, we must go one step further and observe that treatment is, in fact, a kind of text itself, as complex and referential as any traditional understanding of content. — Michael Rock


Art is the provocation for talking about enigma and the search for sense in human life. One can do that by telling a story or writing about a fresco by Giotto or studying how a snail climbs up a wall.  —John Berger


–



Unit 12 / THE ‘READ’  

Question: How can you design narrative experiences in physical places/environments, taking into account your audience and community?

Overview

Graphic designers are often tasked with shaping visual or verbal messages using two-dimensional typographic, digital, and pictorial means. But designers are also called upon to help make sense of environments beyond the surface of a screen or a page. We help to organize flow and message in museums and in places of commerce; we develop signage and informational markers in built environments; and we work in any number of other spatial and material ways.

• This unit asks you to explore and experience spatial and dimensional design

• This unit as you to consider the potential for spaces to be, or become, narrative places.

• This unit asks you to consider space, place, and experience through the eyes of the community of users (audience, humans).

• How can you “read” a space and how might you intervene in a way that allows that space to “speak”?

• What can you help a place to say? What does it need to say?

This unit asks the question: What is it to design spatially, materially, experientially, and narratively.

How can you consider and use metaphor, story, and association in a relational way in a public built environment.

Learning Objectives

• To expand upon your understanding of what constitutes a “narrative.”

• To expand upon your understanding of what constitutes a “place” (see resources and readings on Space and Place)

• To learn basic concepts within the sub-field of environmental and experience graphic design.

• To exercise your understanding of metaphor, association, form, abstraction, and other primary GD concepts, but in spatial settings.

• To expand your abilities in thinking and making off the 2d surface.

• To encourage engagement with your local environs and community.

• To explore the possibilities that exist within the act of creating a communicative documentation. How will you document your spatial explorations? In what way will you organize the evidence of the experiences you created. How can you share the process of finding your site, analyzing it, coming to an understanding, and then intervening or “drawing out” a narrative from within it.

Goals and Outcomes

1) to design a narrative experience  in a physical public space using any means appropriate to the space and the audience; to expand upon or extend or embellish or subvert what the space is saying, needs to say, or can say.

This should include (but needn’t be limited to) the use of typography, projection, addition of formal elements, signs or symbols, any object or material which holds narrative potential or signification, color, contrast, light, performance, etc.

2) to design a documentation using any necessary and appropriate media in order to share the physical experience and the process of making it with those who cannot be there in the site.

[image: JR_L.A]


(artist: JR)

Step-by-Step process:

1) Choose a site. You are encouraged to choose a site downtown (over the canal) but no further than a 10-15 min walk from school.

2) Analyze the site first. Develop lists, keywords, histories, associations. Identify its use, and especially identify its users. What is the site’s culture, its past, its present. Write about its character, its nature, its forms and values. What is already there? What’s in the site. What is lacking? What might it say?

3) Begin to sketch/draw/photograph/ the formal, visual, and narrative potentials and interventions that you want to attempt.

4) Implement your plan(s) and experiments.

• Be sure to document ALL versions, iterations, failures: It may be better to attempt a number of approaches than to get hung up on a singular idea.

Try to be truly experimental. Your approaches can be poetic, pragmatic, linguistic, purely formal, or practical or all of the above. They should be appropriate and authentic in how they relate to the site.

• Students should explore and experiment with a variety of possible ways to alter or intervene in this site:

including but not limited to text, image, form, material, scale, contrast, sound, performance, projection, interaction, etc.

-Consider color and contrast.

-Consider mood, tone, temperature, the five senses.

-Consider uses, users, intentions and assumptions.

-What is your site for and why is it there? What is its history? Its culture or story?

-Why might it need or benefit from an intervention? What is the voice you will use to intervene?

-What do the site’s forms and structures suggest in terms of intervention, addition, narrative, etc.

-Consider how one might alter the site simply, with bold moves using contrast or color or material or form.

-Consider the metaphorical implications of the space/place and how you can highlight or subvert these.

-Consider precedents throughout history and world cultures.

WORKING IN TEAMS IS ENCOURAGED HERE

but no more than 3 people per team

Schedule:

Wed. Sep 30

Introduction talk / presentation / writing exercise

Students to walk and map and choose a site. Make a mapping and an analysis. Details to be posted on ds1416.

Class 1 Mon. Oct 5 / The Read

DUE: a THOROUGH and EXHAUSTIVE site analysis. What does your site tell you? What could it say?  Come in with mappings, other drawings, photos, recordings. Also due: ideas and sketches for potential narrative/site interventions.

Class 2 Wed. Oct 7 / The Proposals

DUE: proposals for site intervention/narratives. Show examples of materials, supplies, proposals. Over the course of the Unit, expect to make between 3-5 interventions. They can be fast, materials can be cheap, etc.

Mon. Oct 12 NO CLASS – COLUMBUS DAY

Class 3 Wed. Oct 14 / The Variations

DUE: show documentation of actual  in situ interventions, between 3-5 at least; show variations and iterations; show a wide variety of elements, parts, communications, using various media. Each site and situation will call for its own approach. Photograph carefully at close up, long shots, medium shots; think macro and micro.

Class 4 Mon. Oct 19 / The Documentations 

DUE: Show refinements, show the development of your designed documentation or presentation of the projects/experiments.

Class 5 Wed. Oct 21 /

TWO THINGS DUE: The Experience(s) and the Documentation (site visits?)

DUE: final presentation of a narrative experience as well as your designed documentation to share with all sections

__

Readings:

John Berger Ways of Seeing, ch 1 & 7

Stih and Schnock, Overview of projects

Gunnar Swanson, Graphic Design Education as a Liberal Art

Lucy Lippard Lure of the Local



Links:

http://www.pbs.org/art21/artists/krzysztof-wodiczko

http://www.jr-art.net/jr

f Lucinda Hitchcock
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Question

How do we use curation to tell stories?

Overview

“The world is full of objects, more or less interesting; I do not wish to add any more.”

Douglas Huebler, 1969

We’re swimming in data. The relentless production of digital material has shifted us into a new condition where the foundation of graphic design — image and language — cannot exist without somehow touching (or being touched by) the internet. Massive archives, from digitized libraries to the quantified self, are part of the new landscape that artists and designers rely on for the production and communication of networked culture. In the face of this overwhelming accumulation of found stuff, curation is key. In this unit, we’ll look at how archives, collections and curation can be used to investigate memory, authorship and storytelling.

Learning Objectives

	Increase awareness and understanding for the changing nature of content as it relates to design and networked culture
	Learn to position yourself in relation to a specific archive of material and investigate its storytelling potential
	Learn to translate existing material into new work (design authorship)
	Learn to assemble, design and communicate ideas into stories using different kinds of media (publishing)


Studio 1: Surf / search

Search for an archive or collection. Look for existing photos, text messages, spam, novels, selfies, paintings, tweets, data, recipes, paint colors, stories, purple things, pyramidal things, dreams, code, books, artworks, status updates — anything. The only criteria is that the material interests you, and that you feel compelled to share it. Develop a point-of-view about the material.

	What makes it a collection? If it already exists, what kind of audience does it already have? Or are you creating the collection?
	If you’re searching online, spend at least two hours surfing the web, preferably more. Wander, explore and dig into parts of the web that reveal the unexpected. If you’re searching offline, be aware of how the found material does or does not engage with the network. Record your journey.
	Is your collection ordered or disordered? is there a taxonomy?
	Quantify the material — how big is it? how much memory? how many pages, images, items, authors?


Present your point-of-view and an in-depth analysis of your collection in one week. Include as many metrics as possible (quantity, taxonomy, authorship, timeline, etc.) and at least three concepts embedded in your collection that suggest larger stories.

Due Wednesday 9/16.

Studios 2 – 5:

Compile / document

You will document your collection in at least two different ways and present your documentation. Consider your options — do you print it out? photograph it? scan it? bind it? how else can you record it? How do different techniques of documentation and reproduction change the nature of the material?

Curate / translate

Curation *always* involves interpretation and translation. Edit your collection (in multiple ways) to shape a range of new meanings.

Storytelling / publish

Design a way to communicate and publish your work — make it public.

Studio 6: Final critique (Wednesday 9/30)

Suggested readings

Hito Steyerl, Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?

Clement Valla, The Universal Texture

Archives of Memory

Gerhard Richter’s “Atlas”: The Anomic Archive

Cornell University’s site devoted to Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking My Library

Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction

Lecture slides

September 14 lecture (PDF)

September 21 lecture (PDF)

 

f Paul Soulellis
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										Below are common deadline for all sections. Some instructors may ask for additional deliverables or provide more details

May 7: Last week of classes

– Bring results of both of your extended units to pin up or display for a walkabout

– Critique in your section

May 19: Sophomore Reviews

– Bring actual reflective document. Overview of that.

– Send electronic files to your instructor for results of all units and reflective document: a minimum of six files (pdf, etc.). This may be done via Dropbox, email, etc.

– Work from outside this class is also required for sophomore review. The above is what is needed from DS2.

f John Caserta
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										/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DS2_Unit7_Ockerse_Phase2.pdf

f Tom Ockerse
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f Rich Rose
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										One-week 

Part 1:

Map and sketch a day of your routine actions (as the examples that I have presented in my lecture): walking to school, having coffee, meeting a friend or going to a place such as library, etc.  

Part 2:

Frame a specific part of an instance (actions) into a simple event(s) but with some kind of visual details, this should help you to create a concept or idea for your narrative with at least two images or a sequence of images through which we would visually witness a change from one image to the another image (before and after the event or action).

The sequence of your narrative study can be presented as a print exercise, there is no limit to which media or size of the print, large or small or even can be a PS animation for web banner.

Part 3:

To take the second part or another topic and make a more in-depth video narrative which are made up of several sequence of event(s) around a minute.

Extended Portion

The extenuation part of unit 9 would address in-depth the notion and concept of mise-en-scène in relation to narrative and story telling which means:

The arrangement of everything that appears in the framing – actors, lighting, décor, props, costume – is called mise-en-scène, a French term that means “placing on stage.” The frame and camerawork also constitute the mise-en-scène of a movie.

We would make and design projects based on: 

1. What to shoot.

     What is to be Visualized (filmed)

2. How to shoot it.

     How its Visualized – (framing)

3. How to present the shot(s)

     How to put together the visual material to make sense

     and tell a coherent narrative – (editing)

f Hammett Nurosi
 

									

				
								

							

																																											
							
								
									
										

										
Å

í Unit 8: Assignment
02/26/2015
										
											
										
										

										Choose a manual action to automate, or choose an automated process to make manual. 

This assignment asks you to consider how what we make as designers effects human interactions on the micro and macro scale. 

Note your everyday actions; go out of your way to notice where technology is present. When do human interactions occur? How would the introduction of automation enhance or hinder the interaction. What would the advantages or disadvantages be if automation took over? How can you use sarcasm, exaggeration, appropriated voice to make a point?

For next week: Make a presentation showing your source material, and propose various possible re-envisionings. Your proposal may use: other designer’s work as reference, texts, sketches, actual designs, etc.

How are the scenarios different? What are its effects on social interaction? What is your point of view about technology’s social role through the project you are proposing?

Extended Portion: Create a finished prototype or proposal

f John Caserta
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í Unit 7: One-week assignment
02/19/2015
										
											
										
										

										Unit 7.0 — Introduction

This introduces the common phenomena of (visual) pattern: repetition and periodicity.

Observe what unfolds. Allow the possibilities to show up naturally.

Work in teams of two or three (to compare notes for quantity and quality of inquiry) throughout this one-week portion, and observe and share what you are learning.

However, each of you remains responsible for your own results from your inquiry.

Unit 7.1 — Module

Design “module” (a single unit, cell): a square divided about equally in black and white. Look at options: geometric, organic; module as system or not.

Experiment with modules to see how they operate as patterns (7.2).

Eventually select ONE module unit and only use this one module.

Unit 7.2 — Pattern

First repeat the module in a squared grid (25/5×5, or 36/6×6) to create a simple pattern. Then vary the rules for repetition and periodicity in this grid.

Make as many variations as possible to generate diversity, dynamics, and uniqueness. Unit 2.2.1 — Notation system

Develop a simple (visual) notation system to show the operating system(s) of your patterns. Use this notations system to keep track of the systems used for each pattern.

Unit 7.2.2 — Grid Options

After working with a squared grid, experiment with (systemic) grid shifts (offsetting verticals, horizontals, or angles), but retain a solid field, and avoid new shapes/modules.

Unit 7.3 — Presentation on February 26:

Make a digital presentation to include:

• studies of the module, and selection of final module (and its system);

• process of pattern studies and experiments;

• selected patterns (for diversity, interest, comparative uniqueness);

• the notation systems for each pattern (i.e., to make the “system” visible). • summary as to what was experienced, observed and learned.

Unit 7.4 — Reflective Document (due February 27 or 28):

After class review reflect on this project individually!

Write about your experiences, the phenomena you observed, and what you learned. In write your reflective insights add visual samples as needed.

Email (pdf) this to your section faculty by Friday or Saturday!

(Don’t delay this task—do it when your mind is still IN the learning process!)

f Tom Ockerse
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í Unit 6: In Class Activity: Trailblazers
02/12/2015
										
											
										
										

										Get from one website to another without using the keyboard or the back button.

	Rhizome.org, Trailblazers Web Surfing Competition NYC
	A Web Surfing Contest With No Keyboard and No Google Allowed
	Competitive Web Surfing: A Journey to the Center of the Internet


f Clement Valla
 

									

				
								

							

																																																				
							
								
									
										

										Due next week


Å

í Unit 5: Part B
11/12/2014
										
											
										
										

										[image: 00_unit_5_final_week_2_110414]

f Dylan Fracareta
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í Unit 5: Overview & Kickoff
11/05/2014
										
											
										
										

										Question

How can designers use collaborative methods to generate content and stimulate projects?

Overview

Graphic design, more often than not, is a practice realized through some form of collaborative process. Working in pairs, this unit expands upon preconceived notions of collaboration, and promotes a method of making that emphasizes spontaneity and responsiveness — encouraging pro- and re-active design situations that generate content, champion indeterminate endpoints, and require participants to be adaptive and relinquish control. Democracy is founded on the inalienable right to freedom of expression, a luxury at times taken for granted. 

Prompted by the binary nature of sporting events, such as tennis; games of chess, rap battles, courtroom drama, and political debates — each participant will be required to take an opposing stance and generate a visual response. These visual exchanges can be Subjective or Objective in nature, as the initial focus is not on, what you say, but rather how (inspired by why) you chose to say it. Subject matter is undefined and will vary — being a product of the week long volleys. For week one, follow two strategies:

	Invert your partner’s claim by visualizing an opposing P.O.V.
	Or negate your partner’s intent through ‘mark making’


Learning Objectives

	Elicit a Point-Of-View
	 Form an Argument
	 Visualize a Response


[image: 00_unit_5_final_week_1_110414]

f Dylan Fracareta
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í Unit 4: Installation & Exhibition
10/29/2014
										
											
										
										

										Construct your piece into your space in a way that allows the viewer to navigate themselves through your concepts and ideas. This can be through video, environmental design, installation, and other interventions. Some sections have been asked to place their “Expand” object within the site as a way to help communicate the overall process of arriving at the final piece.

f Jiminie Ha
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í Unit 4: Expand
10/22/2014
										
											
										
										

										From the selected site, create a piece inspired by that space’s physical and conceptual qualities. This can be as open as your want it to be. For example if you select a stairwell, perhaps an accordion folded book could become the format of your piece.

Due in class next week, Oct. 29

f Jiminie Ha
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í Unit 4: Find a site and present research
10/15/2014
										
											
										
										

										Research. 

Pick a space (inside or out), within the confines of the streets surrounding the Design Center. Introduce the space next week in class as a new site for an installation, exploring its physical qualities and its nature within the site and art school. Larger themes could pop out of this space ( i.e. locker: security, control, boundaries). Make sure you spend time with the space, observe the aspects over time, what is interesting about that site and note everything from sound, scent, light, etc.

A. Diagram/mapping of the space, highlighting the qualities and/or themes you would like to explore.

B. Give a 15 minute presentation of the space and the reasons why you are interested in investigating that particular site.

f Jiminie Ha
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í Unit 3: Due this week
10/13/2014
										
											
										
										

										 

[image: Function]

For Wednesday, October 15:

Continue your experiments. Refine and define your tool(s).

Please bring your final results to class.

Additionally, in the spirit of growing knowledge through the sharing of tools, please also provide a set of instructions for using your tool(s). Your instructions can be as simple or as complex as they need to be, to make your tool available and accessible to others. The method or form of your instructions is open, but you are encouraged to make something appropriate to the tool itself.

 



 

A few examples:

Simple, wordless diagrams from a chopsticks wrapper:

[image: chopstick detail2]

Four simple sentences from the Content Aware Typography tumblr:

[image: Screen Shot 2014-10-13 at 11.36.44 AM]

or Daniel Eatock’s “participation” projects (for example), or his Pen Prints:

[image: Screen Shot 2014-10-13 at 11.34.39 AM][image: Screen Shot 2014-10-13 at 11.40.56 AM]

 

or Xavier Antin’s Printing at Home:

[image: 03]

or the how-to guides from Obedient Objects:

[image: bike-stack-610]

f Benjamin Shaykin
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í Unit 3: For next week
10/01/2014
										
											
										
										

										A tool—any tool—is possibility at one end and a handle at the other.


Select two tools of your own choosing, from two different quadrants of this matrix:

[image: matrix]

	physical + design/art— (ex: letterpress, calligraphy brush, camera)
	digital + design/art— (ex: photoshop, or one particular action / filter within photoshop)
	physical non-design/art— (ex: photocopier, telephone, trowel, dice)
	digital non-design/art— (ex: microsoft word, excel, google)


Explore both tools’ default behavior(s). Explore their most unorthodox potentials. Hack the tools, break the tools. (If they belong to RISD, please don’t actually break the tools.) For this week, experimentation is key. Process rather than final results.

f Benjamin Shaykin
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í Unit 3: In class
10/01/2014
										
											
										
										

										“Tools make revolutions. ‘When we make a new tool, we see a new cosmos,’ says physicist Freeman Dyson. He was probably thinking of microscopes, telescopes, and atomic particle accelerators.

But even the workaday tools . . . can alter our perspective. A tool—any tool—is possibility at one end and a handle at the other. Because tools open up options, they remake us.”

—Kevin Kelly, 2000



You will each receive a common item—art supply or household item—sourced from RISD 2nd Life.

How can this object be utilized as a tool? For communication? For writing? For mark making? Experiment using your tool on letter-size paper. We will pin them your results for a brief discussion at the end of class.

f Benjamin Shaykin
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í Unit 2: Phases 5&6
09/24/2014
										
											
										
										

										Come prepared to share the results in class. Communicate in a quick, efficient way to help us get into the depth of your work, inquiries and questions to help us appreciate the value of your efforts.

Phase 5: start in class

We will now explore the so-called “dimensions of language” to further your inquiry of verbivisual equations and how these are experienced. Tom O will share his three-dimensional model for ways to use (the visual) language, but due to our limited time we will only use the Practical and Poetical dimensions as a sliding scale to serve our purposes:

• The PRACTICAL use of language serves a singleness of meaning as denotative, useful, sensible (obvious, concrete), with little need for user experience.

• The POETICAL use of language serves to stimulate imagination with a richness and depth of meaning as connotative (subtle, abstract), with greater need for user experience. In class we will begin to explore these aspects as our means for expression. As before: ONLY use your word and its letters.

Continue this for next week with the goal to exemplify your inquiry for both uses of the language. Then further the “poetical” dimension for expression as far as you can. While we expect a variety of explorations to present your word, develop at least two refined examples that you consider to optimize the fullest potential for harmonizing form and meaning to serve the purpose for something worth experiencing. Observe your curiosities, interests, and questions for inquiry, and write these down during reflective stops. 

For Wednesday Oct. 1

Come prepared to share with the class your curiosities, interests, especially the questions you framed for your inquiry, and an analytical view of the results you arrived at. Emphasize your presentation with visual samples to help make your points, along with optimized results. 

For Thursday, Oct. 2, 2014

Phase 6: Also prepare a reflective record/document on your process of inquiry for all phases (you can use the course assessment criteria (below) to help you become self-aware of scope and effort with texts and visual samples (sketches, documentations, maps) in any format (pdf, course web, boxed, etc.) simple in design for easy (faculty) access. Due: the day after class: October 2, by 7 pm.

f Tom Ockerse
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í Unit 2: Phase 4: Rewriting the Word
09/17/2014
										
											
										
										

										Start in class, finish for next week. 

Now return to the act of writing the word, using ONLY the single word and its letters, this time with a visual search to broaden the meaning of the word via visual qualities (cf. concept map). Begin in simple ways: to write the word with some adjective in mind to harmonize writing action and visual form.

During this process become aware of your curiosities, interests, and questions for inquiry, and write these down during reflective periods. Especially note the many ways the visual implicates the various complexities of expression embedded in the word. How much of the concept map’s ideas can you integrate via this single word? How does the graphic action and medium “massage” the message (see Quentin Fiore and Marshall McLuhan)?

For next week (Sept 24): Explore this “transcription” process for the visible word and its representational qualities for meaning.

Come prepared to share the results in class. Communicate in a quick, efficient way to help us get into the depth of your work, inquiries and questions to help us appreciate the value of your efforts.

f Tom Ockerse
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í Unit 2: Phase 3: Concept Map
09/17/2014
										
											
										
										

										Still in first class, after a brief non-critical review of accomplishments):

Now return to the object and briefly observe/study it anew, as if you have never seen it before.

Then explore the word and its object via the method of a concept* map:

Place your word in the center of a sheet of paper, then add to this other words that represent the nature and characteristics of the object the word represents: features, structures, feelings, qualities, values, relational properties. Minimize your notations with single words/phrases (or simple descriptions, or even quick visual notes) with the goal to become truly aware of your observations and to appreciate this object more intimately. Come back to the map later to expand it, as needed. Note that this concept map represents: 1) words (and other devices) as “signs” that represent ideas or stand for something else; 2) a whole that represents the principle of the many (words, ideas) into that single (central) idea of one.

Reflect on this during your process. Observe your curiosities, interests, and questions for inquiry,

and write these down as you go along or when you take time out to reflect.


* The concept map is a simple method to reveal the relational value of parts to a whole. This represents a fundamental principle: meaning exists only from relationship. To center your consciousness (by having a word in the center) helps maintain an awareness of the interactive nature of parts and wholes (immediate, indirect or hypothetical relationships), vs. a linear path, wherein awareness can loose sight of source and value. The concept map is also often referred to as “mind-map” (popularized by Tony Buzan, British psychologist, in the late 1970s, inspired by Alfred Korzybski’s general semantics theory); but the term “mind-map” is misleading since the system does not map the mind, except to record “thought” as one, albeit limited, characteristic of the mind. Long before Buzan others used the same mapping system for similar purposes (e.g., 3rd cent. Greek philosopher, Porphyry, used it to map out Aristotle’s categories; Ernest E. Wood, 1930s, used it as a means to train concentration skills).


f Tom Ockerse
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í Unit 2, Phase 2: Identify your object
09/17/2014
										
											
										
										

										In first class:


First identify your object with single word (preferably short, simple, concrete). Then put the object out of your sight.

Then (for at least the next 2 hours) experiment by simply writing that word using a variety of means to explore the act of “writing” the word. See and feel the word and its parts (letters, form, qualities). Work quickly to experience and explore quantity and variety. Use only the word and its letters (forms, structures). There are no limits to shape, medium, scale, dimension, space, time, etc.

During this process become aware of your curiosities, interests, and questions for inquiry, and write these down as you go along or when you take time out to reflect.

f Tom Ockerse
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í Unit 1: Due next week
09/05/2014
										
											
										
										

										Pick one spot in the city and begin to think of it as yours. It doesn’t matter where, and it doesn’t matter what. A street corner, a subway entrance, a tree in the park. … Go to to your spot every day at the same time. Spend an hour watching everything that happens to it, keeping track of everyone who passes by or stops or does anything there. Take notes, take photographs. Make a record of these daily observations and see if you learn anything about the people, or the place, or yourself”

“The Rules of the Game,” Paul Auster to Sophie Calle



Let’s play by Paul Auster’s rules. Choose one of the 50 spots on Providence’s “Independence Trail” as your spot. The historic significance of the Independence Trail only serves as a note of possible contrast with what you will see in today’s Providence. 

Experimenting with the following recording techniques, create an exhaustive amount of documentation of your site. Note the word exhaustive might produce a range of materials or you may find that certain means of documenting your observations most useful. Notes may work better than images in some places or cases (nighttime). Be sure to spend a good deal of time not recording anything at all. A recording is often the result of seeing. Using what you’ve learned in the lecture, the readings and in the in-class activity, look to synthesize and communicate various formal and conceptual aspects of the place. 

	Photography
	Diagrams
	Sketches
	Lists
	Narrative paragraph
	Sound recordings
	Video 
	iPhone apps?


Present your findings to your classmates in section at the start of class next week in an organized fashion. Pin up what can be pinned up, have a laptop out for digital assets, make sketches visible, etc. Lead your classmates through your observations and at least five observations that you took away from the experience. Address this line of questioning: What do you notice? What did you decide to share? What tools did you use the most and why? 

Each student will have about 3-4 minutes to summarize their findings. Everyone should be set up by the beginning of class.

[image: ]

This one week unit meant to kickstart best practices and ongoing forms that you will use in the next two years. Buy and begin using a sketchbook (letter-sized or smaller), set up a blog (specifically for this class, not Instagram or Pinterest… tumblr is ideal) and begin to reflect and document your experiences in a way that will make your final documentation go smoothly.

f John Caserta
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í Unit 1: In-class activity
09/05/2014
										
											
										
										

										[image: 8.6"x11.0" a little soft, sharpen?]

“The Bohemian Dinner,” Charles Greene Shaw


Through close looking and careful observation, how long of a list can you make about your present situation? Split into groups of 3 or 4 and find an area in the classroom where each group has 30 minutes to observe and record the presence of the group and its area. What are all the ways you can describe the group and its surroundings without asking anything of them? At what point do your observations lead to associations that you do not see. Make note of those as well. 

How will you break down what you see into individual phrases? How do those phrases help both to describe the situation and help us understand more about the “seer” and the “seen”.

Your text document should take the form of a hand-written list on letter-sized paper so that it can be pushpinned up at the end of class for general class or small group review. The review should focus on how students existing in the same situation emphasized and noted different qualities (senses). How objective and subjective are the observations, and what ideas arise from any of it? 

f John Caserta
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									03/05/2015									
									
									
																	
									B  
									
																		Unit 9: ReadingsHammett Nurosi
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		3 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 10: Rich Rose

					    		How can we begin to communicate a complex idea or action using an economical combination of words, type, and image? 

						


					  	
					    		
									03/12/2015									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		Unit 10: Lecture, “Picnic Lighting”Rich Rose
									

									
									 								
	
									03/12/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 10: Overview, Readings and AssignmentRich Rose
									

									
									 2 b								
	
									03/19/2015									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		Unit 10: Extended Portion / AssignmentRich Rose
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		3 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 11: Paul Soulellis

					    		How do we use curation to tell stories? 

						


					  	
					    		
									09/08/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 11: The ArchivePaul Soulellis
									

									
									 								
	
									09/14/2015									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		useful for Unit 11: MetaLab at HarvardLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									09/14/2015									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		Useful link for Unit 11Lucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		3 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 12: L Hitchcock

					    		How can you design narrative experiences in physical places/environments, taking into account your audience and community? 

						


					  	
					    		
									09/25/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 12: Overview and AssignmentLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									09/30/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Useful Links for Unit 12Lucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									09/30/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		definition of Space vs PlaceLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									10/05/2015									
									
									
																	
									B  
									
																		Unit 12 Link to Lecture/PDFLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									10/07/2015									
									
									
																	
									B  
									
																		Unit 12: 10/7  links and resourcesLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		5 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 13: Hammett Nurosi

					    		How can designers engage audiences around issues pertaining to the most fundamental human activity of all: FOOD? 

						


					  	
					    		
									11/01/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 13: Overview & AssignmentHammett Nurosi
									

									
									 								
	
									11/02/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 13 some useful linksLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								
	
									11/02/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 13: Some Food-related filmsLucinda Hitchcock
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		3 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 14: Jacek Mrowczyk

					    		How and to what extent can design change, or influence the world around us? 

						


					  	
					    		
									11/18/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 14: Overview and AssignmentJacek Mrowczyk
									

									
									 								
	
									11/18/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 14: Useful linksJacek Mrowczyk
									

									
									 								
	
									11/18/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 14: Relevant quotesJacek Mrowczyk
									

									
									 								
	
									11/18/2015									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 14: Diagram of proposed schedule [to be discuss with teacher]Jacek Mrowczyk
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		4 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 15: design values

					    		What are my design values? 

						


					  	
					    		
									02/22/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 15: OverviewBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		1 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 16: senses

					    		How can all of our senses be used to design and communicate experience? 

						


					  	
					    		
									02/24/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 16: Overview and assignmentBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									02/26/2016									
									
									
																	
									B  
									
																		Unit 16: Readings & links (updated)Benjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									03/07/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		workshop: Digital ToolsBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									03/07/2016									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		google doc of digital toolsBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									04/06/2016									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		tumblr of resultsBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		5 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 17: design design

					    		How do we design Design? 

						


					  	
					    		
									04/06/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 17: Overview and assignmentBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									04/06/2016									
									
									
																	w  
									
																		Research & Destroy: Graphic Design as InvestigationBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		2 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 				  	
			    	  
			      		
			      		 
			      		

					  	
					    	Unit 18: reflection

					    		How do reflection, documentation and synthesis facilitate awareness? 

						


					  	
					    		
									02/22/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 18: ReflectionBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								
	
									05/11/2016									
									
									
																	
									
																		Unit 18: ReflectionBenjamin Shaykin
									

									
									 								


						

						
							
			      			 
			      			

					  		
					    		2 posts

							

							
						

			    	

			  	
				

			 	

		

		
			



		
		
		
		
		
		
					

									

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB End-of-year reviews
05/06/2016

							Overview

Juniors will present their work for review on Wednesday, May 25. It’s a great way to end the year for all of us, by allowing a closer look at each student and a wide view of the curriculum. Students receive critical feedback from faculty other than their instructors and can receive some of the best on-the-spot advising for future study (areas of improvement/strengths). Think of the review as your final Design Studio project for the year, a unit that carries the question: “how does one present 9 months of work in 10 minutes?”

Your Design Studio instructors may have specific advice, but below are the Department’s expectations of the review. This document is shared with faculty before entering the review.

Summary of goals for the review

	— To draw out strengths and weakness within a student and in the curriculum at large
	— To allow for a holistic view of a student’s body of work
	— To allow students to meet and hear from faculty other than their instructors
	— To advise students on future courses, internships, areas of interest
	— To force a student to present his/her body of work in a clear manner and a short amount of time (an important design problem in its own right)


Advice on what and how to prepare

	— Bring all of your work from this year. What you see as weak or irrelevant may really help instructors understand your trajectory. Consider how your presentation may emphasize the primary projects from each course while giving instructor’s access to the process or versions. We want to see your stronger and weaker moments in order to help guide you as best we can.
	— Include non-school work if it helps to complete a picture of your year. For example, if you spent months on a project for a student group, show it!
	— Show non-major studio work (wintersession) and be prepared to talk about Liberal Arts courses and how they fit into your GD work
	— Visit your room in advance to plan out your presentation. Arrive 20 minutes before your scheduled time to hang up work on walls and lay out projects on tables. Borrow a friend’s laptop if you need more computer displays. Use the projector if needed. Bring pushpins or other supplies that you need. Bring a laptop or plug in to a projector if available to show digital work.
	— You may need to reprint work or revise work to fit your presentation. Digital work may be best printed given the short time period.
	— You may ask a classmate or friend to be present to take notes or to hear the conversation. The review is considered closed except for peers you invite or faculty who are assigned or wish to be present.


The reviews go quickly so we will start and end on time. A list of student date and times will posted on a Notice (available online as well). Ask your DS instructor if you have any questions. Best of luck preparing your work and closing out the semester.

f Paul Soulellis
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Research & Destroy: Graphic Design as Investigation 
04/06/2016 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw tumblr of results 
04/06/2016 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw google doc of digital tools 
03/07/2016 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 16: Readings & links (updated)
02/26/2016

							[image: children-not-looking-at-modern-art-in-sfmoma1]





“An American had done the Louvre in nine minutes, forty-five seconds. They decided to do better.”

(from Bande à part, Jean-Luc Godard, 1964)



[image: img-museum-interface_105140438490]

“The Museum Interface” a conversation between Sarah Hromack and Rob Giampietro 



 

[image: dolandjudd_climbing_01]

“Horrified art lovers watch as children climb all over $10m work of modern art at the Tate Modern”



[image: ways of seeing]

John Berger’s Ways of Seeing (BBC Documentary Series)



[image: ]

Ways of Seeing Ways of Seeing. (a website collecting PDFs of the book version of Ways of Seeing)

 



[image: untitled_dust_breeding_bull_2016-thumb-700x528-15305]

Dust at MoMA.

also: MoMA’s Dusty Windows on facebook.



Building a Bigger Picture

An Interview with Rob Giampietro (RISD Thesis Critic, Google Design NY)





Jill Bolte Taylor: My stroke of insight

f Benjamin Shaykin
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Nicholas Felton – PDF links
10/26/2015

							Here is a compiled list of links from the PDF for Nicholas Felton’s workshop!

Tools to Clean:

Text Edit (never underestimate find & replace)

Numbers, Excel, Google Docs

Trifacta Wrangler (trifacta.com)

Open Refine (openrefine.org)

Data Wrangler (vis.stanford.edu/wrangler/app/)

Tools to Extend:

Text & image topic extraction (imagga.com)

Geocode: Google Maps (control click on map and select “What’s here?”)

Geocode: Google API (developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/intro)

Place categorization (developer.foursquare.com)

Changes to articles (newsdiffs.org)



Tools to Explore:

Word count (writewords.org.uk/word_count.asp)

Numbers, Excel, Google Docs (use formulas and graphs)

Database (MySQL)

Mapping (CartoDB)

Data Hero (datahero.com)

Chartlr (chartlr.com)

Tableau (tableau.com)




5. Typography



Hoefler (typography.com)

Commercial (commercialtype.com)

Kris Sowersby (klim.co.nz)

YouWorkForThem (youworkforthem.com)

Fontstand (fontstand.com)

6. Color

Color Brewer (colorbrewer2.org)

Tilemill tips (mapbox.com/tilemill/docs/guides/tips-for-color/)





7.Visualizations

Tools

Sample Processing sketches | github.com/feltron

Felton’s favs! | feltron.tumblr.com

Sha Hwang | pinterest.com/shashashasha/

Makers

Francesco Franchi | francescofranchi.com

Jer Thorp | blprnt.com

Moritz Stefaner | truth-and-beauty.net

Ben Fry | fathom.info

Catalog Tree | catalogtree.net

Pitch Interactive | pitchinteractive.com

Carl Detorres | cdgd.com

Stefanie Posavec | stefanieposavec.co.uk

Kelli Anderson | kellianderson.com

f Lucinda Hitchcock
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Information design books at Fleet
10/26/2015

							I’ve put these on reserve at Fleet for DS3 (bring the call # to the front desk and they’ll get it for you). The Edward Tufte books are classic and essential information design works and sort of “required reading” for anyone visualizing information. They’re really worth careful study at some point in your RISD career. I also reserved some of Richard Saul Wurman’s (founder of TED) information design books, which are a good counterpoint to Tufte. Wurman is speaking at the Fleet on Monday, Nov 2.

Edward Tufte

Beautiful Evidence

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information

Visual Explanations

Envisioning Information

Richard Saul Wurman

Information Architects

Understanding USA

Understanding Healthcare

Information Anxiety 2

f Paul Soulellis
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB reading for Felton Workshop
10/26/2015

							Please read in preparation for Felton Workshop

https://infoactive.co/data-design

f Lucinda Hitchcock
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 12: 10/7  links and resources
10/07/2015

							
from Jacek:

Candy Chang | I wish this was | New Orleans

https://vimeo.com/71952692

http://candychang.com/i-wish-this-was/



University College of London | Tidy Street | Brighton

https://vimeo.com/114421904



Erik Otto | Parklet | San Francisco

https://vimeo.com/29351094

https://vimeo.com/32491601





from Hammett:

Chantal Akerman News from Home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgx2bxJANxc





from Paul Soulellis

Portlander https://vimeo.com/105560950





from Lucy:


https://lareviewofbooks.org/review/the-savage-detective-on-sophie-calles-address-book

http://www.pentagram.com/work/#/books/all/newest/3073/

http://www.pentagram.com/work/#/books/all/newest/2997/

http://www.pentagram.com/work/#/print/all/newest/2967/

http://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/1844-sara-de-bondt

http://www.ninakatchadourian.com/misc/carpark.php

http://www.ninakatchadourian.com/chartssystems/paranormal.php

http://www.ninakatchadourian.com/chartssystems/rocktree.php

http://imageobjecttext.com/2012/03/23/truth-and-the-power-of-words/

http://imageobjecttext.com/2014/02/05/just-following-instructions/#more-4152

http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/a-certain-smile







f Lucinda Hitchcock
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 12 Link to Lecture/PDF
10/05/2015

							Here is the link to a PDF of my Unit 12 Intro / keynote lecture.

 

f Lucinda Hitchcock
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Useful link for Unit 11 
09/14/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw useful for Unit 11: MetaLab at Harvard 
09/14/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw “The Machines are Coming” 
04/19/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Unit 7: Extended Portion / Assignment 
03/19/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Unit 10: Extended Portion / Assignment 
03/19/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Unit 10: Lecture, “Picnic Lighting” 
03/12/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 9: Readings
03/05/2015

							Required Reading:

Understanding Comics, Chapter Four. Scott McLeod

Additional Readings of interest:

Vermeer: A View of Delft, Anthony Bailey

The Elements of Cinema, Stefan Sharff,  also by Stefan Sharff The Art of Looking in Hitchcock’s Rear Window

Television Studies: The Key Concepts (Routledge Key Guides)

Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts (Routledge Key Guides)

Elements of Fiction Writing – Beginnings, Middles & Ends Paperback, Nancy Kress

f Hammett Nurosi
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Why It’s Almost Impossible To Teach a Robot To Do Your Laundry 
03/04/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅH Otto drawing machine
03/04/2015

							

OTTO, Jürg Lehni, 2014

Brushless DC motors, chalk tool head, sprung steel reels, cables, custom made controller, Paper.js software

Based on VIKTOR (vimeo.com/16379803), and developed further as part of a commission by the Long Now Foundation in San Francisco to create a permanent installation at their space «The Interval»: longnow.org

f John Caserta
 

							
								
							

						

	
					
					
				
					



													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 8: Readings & References
02/26/2015

							Required for March 5th

“As Robots Grow Smarter, Workers Struggle to keep Up”, New York Times

“The iPhone is the new Model-T”, John Caserta

Extended bibliography

“Will Your Job Be Done by a Machine,” NPR

“Automation Makes us Dumber“, WSJ

“Harnessing algorithms to create shape-change typography,” Wired

Nicholas Carr: The Glass Cage: Automation and Us (also see: video overview)

Lewis Mumford “Art & Technics”

Miranda July’s “Somebody” app & miu miu video

Dunne & Raby Speculative Everything

Anthony Dunne lecture: “What If: Crafting Design Speculations” 

Jon Sueda, Ed. All Possible Futures

Eugeny Morozov. To Save Everything, Click Here: The Folly of Technological Solutionism.

N. Joseph Woodland, Inventor of the Bar Code, Dies at 91

“The Machines Are Coming”, The New York Times. An op-ed by Zeynep Tufekci. More writings by her on her website and on Medium

f John Caserta
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Unit 7: Lecture notes 
02/26/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw “The Web of Life” 
02/19/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw “Systems Generating Systems” 
02/19/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 6: Lecture Links
02/12/2015

								Guy Debord, 1955, “Psychogeographic guide of Paris: edited by the Bauhaus Imaginiste Printed in Dermark by Permild & Rosengreen – Discourse on the passions of love: psychogeographic descents of drifting and localisation of ambient unities”
	Guy Debord’s, The Naked City, 1957
	Guy Debord, Map of Paris
	Guy Debord, Map of Paris
	A Situationist Map
	Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Map of Vegas Strip
	Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Map of Vegas Strip
	Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Learning from Las Vegas
	Dennis Wood, The Boylan Heights Atlas, Signs
	Dennis Wood, The Boylan Heights Atlas, Pumpkins
	Dennis Wood, The Boylan Heights Atlas, Powerlines
	And back to – Guy Debord, 1955, “Psychogeographic guide of Paris: edited by the Bauhaus Imaginiste Printed in Dermark by Permild & Rosengreen – Discourse on the passions of love: psychogeographic descents of drifting and localisation of ambient unities”
	Elisa Giardina Papa, Archiving the Revolution
	Elisa Giardina Papa, Archiving the Revolution, Archived Video Version
	Jason Huff, Mimi Cabell, American Psycho
	Jodi, Geogoo, 
	superbad.com, Ben Benjamin, 1997
	Evan Roth, Internet Cache Self Portrait
	Oliver Laric, Still Available
	Niko Princen, A Collection of Images
	Yung Jake, E.m-bed.de/d
	cloaque.org
	Joe Hamilton, Hypergeography
	Daniel Lefcourt, Modeler, Dia Web Project
	Sebastian Schmeig, Search by Image
	Penelope Umbrico, Suns (From Sunsets) from Flickr
	Wolfgang Tillmans, Book for Architects (Currently on View at the Metropolitan in New York)


f Clement Valla
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

					
				
					
						
							 Åw Conference series on “the tool” 
02/10/2015 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Collaborative Methods
11/12/2014

							Below is a list of collaborative methods that I’ve been compiling. It may be of use as the nature of our collaboration broadens in this next week.

Back and forth: Limited number of participants (2 ideally), with everyone shaping it in an ongoing and iterative way. One person working, then passing to next.

Crowd-sourced: One person asks, people in other places satisfy that ask. Best result(s) used.

Active hand-off: One person designs, then hands to the next person

Passive hand-off: One person designs, leaves the design, another person chooses to pick it up

Parallel play: All doing same task alongside each other. Pick from results or combine results

Perpendicular play: All doing a different projects alongside each other. Ideas rub off. 

Group share: One larger task is done by multiple people at the same time in the same space. 

Group split: One larger task is broken up into smaller tasks then recombined or synthesized. Larger task may be known (have been planned out) or unknown (needs to be discovered)

f John Caserta
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 5: Lecture links
11/12/2014

							1.   http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collaboration

2.   http://conditionaldesign.org/

3.   http://workbook.conditionaldesign.org/

4.   http://conditionaldesign.org/manifesto/

5.   https://archive.org/details/C_1969_11_21_2

6.   https://www.google.com/search?q=%22WAR+IS+OVER!+If+You+Want+It+%E2%80%93+Happy+Christmas+from+John+%26+Yoko+billboards&sa=X&espv=2&biw=1440&bih=742&tbm=isch&imgil=sDxaqtlTMGcCoM%253A%253BP2xBI67zVoaHOM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.instantkarma.com%25252Fwarisover.html&source=iu&pf=m&fir=sDxaqtlTMGcCoM%253A%252CP2xBI67zVoaHOM%252C_&usg=__kIEnjMIdxPOaBiuWKLjw4s0fAfs%3D&ved=0CCcQyjc&ei=KclXVJHiIc_xoASKzIHQCA#imgdii=_

7.   http://www.guerrillagirls.com/posters/getnaked.shtml

8.   http://www.guerrillagirls.com/posters/nakedthroughtheages.shtml

9.   http://www.guerrillagirls.com/posters/2014getnakedmusicvideo.shtml

10.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyDUC1LUXSU

11.  https://www.google.com/search?q=egypt+uprising+2014+protest+signs&es_sm=119&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=1CBYVKeqBI6xyATZroIg&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAg&biw=1440&bih=742#facrc=_&imgdii=_&imgrc=z0-XQlDRcWF4vM%253A%3Bmq1DT41hBrVTNM%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fobsidianwings.blogs.com%252F.a%252F6a00d834515c2369e2014e861f7035970d-pi%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fobsidianwings.blogs.com%252Fobsidian_wings%252Fabroad%252F%3B440%3B330

12.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKyJXvBW2dg

13.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZiplVINs0g

14.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ga6HlJqrxEE

15.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9H-m7ayqJs

16.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHkGu6e0R4I&list=PL696F0823387275FA&index=11

f Dylan Fracareta
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 4: Readings
10/15/2014

							Design and Crime, Hal Foster

On Art’s Romance with Design, Alex Coles

The Creative Act, Marcel Duchamp

Paul Rand and Rick Poyner essays

f Jiminie Ha
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 3: Some additional digital hacks
10/08/2014

							[image: 8364411041_e46b43bfd1_o]

 

Panoramahacks

hacking the iphone camera’s panorama feature

by RISD GD Critic Paul Soulellis



 

[image: x2]

 


http://ds1416.risd.gd/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Excel-Art-by-Danielle-Aubert-Low.mp4

Excel Drawings by Danielle Aubert

 

 



[image: iqfont03]



iQ font—When driving becomes writing

A modern take on Rauschenberg’s Automobile Tire Print.



 

[image: 4989817636_5868029964_b]



Making Future Magic: iPad light painting



[image: ]



Illucia: a patchable videogame controller

by RISD GD critic Chris Novello

f Benjamin Shaykin
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 3: References
10/01/2014

							Moiré (film excerpt), Bruno Munari

Embroidery Trouble Shooting Guide

Seeing in Circles (vimeo)

Content Aware Typography

Whole Earth Catalog

Jürg Lehni

Chartwell typeface

Router: A typeface inspired by a routed industrial type

Daniel Eatock uses a paper cutter

f Benjamin Shaykin
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 3: Readings
10/01/2014

							Tool (Or, Postproduction for the Graphic Designer), Andrew Blauvelt, from Graphic Design: Now in Production

Program or Be Programmed (introduction), Douglas Rushkoff

Design As Art (excerpts: Micro-Art, Moiré, and Direct Projections), Bruno Munari

Original Xerographies (excerpts), Bruno Munari

Jürg Lehni talks with Philippe Cao & Daniel Giuditta, HTML Output, Spring 2014

f Benjamin Shaykin
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Art 21 with Margaret Kilgallen and Barry McGee
09/10/2014

							

I love Kilgallen’s way of thinking about signs and how they bring forth human personality when simply made.

f John Caserta
 

						

	
					
					
				
					


													

													

													

													

													

					
				
					
						
							 ÅB Unit 1: Readings
09/05/2014

							Required

“Attention,” Lorraine Daston. Curiosity and Method: Ten Years of Cabinet Magazine

“An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Paris,” Georges Perec

“Approaches to What?” Georges Perec

“The Rules of the Game,” Paul Auster and Sophie Calle

Supplementary

Video clip from “Smoke”  adapted from Paul Auster short story

Interview with Katerina Seda

The Everyday, WhiteChapel Documents of Contemporary Art

[image: ]


f John Caserta
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John						
								
																Summary of DS2 final deliverables  
04/30/2015 

									Below are common deadline for all sections. Some instructors may ask for additional deliverables or provide more details

May 7: Last week of classes

– Bring results of both of your extended units to pin up or display for a walkabout

– Critique in your section

May 19: Sophomore Reviews

– Bring actual reflective document. Overview of that.

– Send electronic files to your instructor for results of all units and reflective document: a minimum of six files (pdf, etc.). This may be done via Dropbox, email, etc.

– Work from outside this class is also required for sophomore review. The above is what is needed from DS2.
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					w Unit 7: Extended Portion / Assignment 
03/19/2015 
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Benjamin						
								
																Unit 18: Reflection  
05/11/2016 

									Unit 18 slides (PDF)

Task

Design an outward-facing expression of your reflective process.

Form

A print product

An on-screen experience

An object

Function

You are making a practical but expressive tool that you will use to facilitate your end-of-year discussions.

Audience

Community (GD Commons, 5/18, 11:20am)

+

Your instructor (5/18)

+

Your end-of-year review (5/25)

[image: Pages from DS4_May9_2016]

We began the semester by asking you to ask questions.

This weekend, set aside some time away from distractions to think about those questions in relation to your own progress this semester.

**

What’s working?

**

What do you consider to be your strongest accomplishments as a designer so far?

**

What are your biggest challenges moving forward?

**

Where do you need help?

**

What inspires you?

**

What are your hopes for moving forward?

**

How have your design values evolved?

Try to be honest and clear with yourself.

This kind of awareness is crucial to any creative practice.

An essential part of becoming a designer is recognizing the importance of reflection and self-evaluation.

Ideally, it’s a continuous part of your growth process, in school and beyond.

Wednesday May 11

Unit 17 review

Monday May 16

Unit 18 design studio

Wednesday May 18

Unit 18 review

11:30–12:30 Full group in GD Commons

12:30–4:20 Individual meetings

Wednesday May 25

Juniors end-of-year review
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Jiminie						
								
																Unit 4: Installation & Exhibition  
10/29/2014 

									Construct your piece into your space in a way that allows the viewer to navigate themselves through your concepts and ideas. This can be through video, environmental design, installation, and other interventions. Some sections have been asked to place their “Expand” object within the site as a way to help communicate the overall process of arriving at the final piece.
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Dylan						
								
																Unit 5: Part B  
11/12/2014 

									[image: 00_unit_5_final_week_2_110414]
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Clement						
								
																Unit 6: Overview & Kickoff  
02/12/2015 

									Question

How does the structure of information shape action?

Overview

We will use world-wide-web and the Internet as a case study for closely looking at and analyzing how the structure and layout of information on a web page affects the way we navigate the web. We will adapt a technique called ‘the dérive’ to experience, analyze and map a small portion of the web. This technique privileges subtle, actual, lived experience above abstract analysis. The unit will go on to explore how we can propose to re-design an experience (online or offline, digital or analog) and shape actions based on insight from our dérives and mappings.

Week 1

Part 1.1

1. As we go about our web-surfing we will become hyper aware of the design and context (how did we get to this page, what links did we follow, what social media service were we using?) of each page we visit.

2. Begin to pay close attention to the way you typically interact and navigate around a page.

3. We will begin to collect the bits and pieces we are noticing from each of these pages – images, snippets of text, urls, taking notes, drawings, sketches, screenshots, etc…

Part 1.2

1. Now try to ‘drift’ through the web: try to navigate without using the back-button, without any search functions, using your keyboard as little as possible (see the Trailblazers Web Surfing Competition below).

2. Pay close attention to the way your interaction differs during your web-derive.

3. Collect and map the elements you are noticing during your web-derive

Maps for 1.1 and 1.2

Using the collected snippets form 1.1 and 1.2, you will create a simple map of your experience. What is the simplest, most obvious way to display and share the information you have collected with your colleagues? What story does the collected information tell? Does your map reveal anything about your surfing habits, the sites you visit, the web in general? Did you take an unexpected detour on the web? Discover entire new sections, or categories of videos you have no idea existed? This assignment is about consciously navigating and tracking that navigation across the web.

You will present both maps in class in 1 week. Remember, maps can be diagrams, sketches, videos, poems, timelines, tumblrs, posters, or any other form you can imagine.

Weeks 2 – 4

2. You will either refine your maps or choose another experience on which to apply the dérive and mapping. You could choose a book, a poster, a space, an event.

3. You will propose a way – through graphic design – to modify the lived experience you have chosen.

4. You will finalize your proposal or implement your design.

Readings/Support Info

	Guy-Ernest Debord, Theory of the Dérive
	A Summary on Wikipedia
	This American Life, Episode 110: Mapping, Sept. 4, 1998


Learning Objectives

	learn to use the dérive to pay close attention to lived experience
	learn to analyze and collect existing visual languages
	learn to edit, sequence, arrange and map existing content as a means of telling a new story
	learn to design based off insight from the dérive and mapping
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Rich						
								
								
					w Unit 10: Extended Portion / Assignment 
03/19/2015 
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Hammett						
								
																Unit 13: Overview & Assignment  
11/01/2015 

									How can designers engage audiences around issues pertaining to the most fundamental human activity of all: FOOD?

This project asks you to consider all the ramifications of its procurement, consumption, ritual, and economies.

In our ever more global world, one thing we all have in common is the need to eat.

Our bodies need food for sustenance, and our souls need to gather with others for the health of our communities and for human contact. Design is complicit in how we think or know about food and how we buy it, see it, use it, learn about its politics and problems, its rituals and complexities. We are asking students to consider their own position and or interests and points of view around of: Food and Food Culture, in the context of food as part of a system of production and consumption, distribution and procurement.

Consider how the process of production, consumption, and other food/dining activities contribute to massive environmental change; which has produced 19 to 29 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions per year and deeply impacts the environmental changes that are taking place.

 

TWO PHASES:

1) phase one:

>> Information design (project given Mon Nov 2 Due Mon Nov 9)

>> Unit 03 asks you to consider and choose among the suggested topics one of them.

>> Investigate its background Information that are related to your topic.

>> Find articles, websites, news sources, videos, books etc.

>> Evaluate, edit, organize your data to its very basic facts and core.

>> Develop a comprehensive and well-researched and knowledgeable presentation of your research and information. Show your content, drawings, and maps, and make digram(s) charts, show statistics, etc. to tell your story through the quantitative and qualitative aspect of information design (like the previous work shop study).

Format 24 x 36 poster.

Learning Goal: To develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of information

Unit Objective: To encourage designers to engage in critical cultural and global issues.

 

2) phase two: Visual Narrative (project given Mon Nov 9 Due Wed Nov 18)

Based on your phase one project, begin to draw, sketch, develop a formal  visual story with rhetorical narrative attitude.

It should define your narrative voice and position.

Use any media including: visual narrative, text, image, sound performance, projection, etc.

Goal is to engage your audience.

Medium is open to the most appropriate and communicative format.

 

SUGGESTED TOPIC AREAS:

Chemical agriculture

Other agricultural practices can impact the climate. Synthetic pesticides and fertilizers are widely used in agriculture, and are often made from fossil fuels. Manufacturing and transporting these chemicals uses significant quantities of energy and produces greenhouse gases.

Local food

Where your food comes from is also a factor. Currently, the average meal travels 1200 km from the farm to plate. Food that is grown closer to home will therefore have fewer transportation emissions associated with it, and also be fresher and support local farmers. And as the distance food travels decreases, so does the need for processing and refrigeration to reduce spoilage.

Food and health

We are what we eat, and getting it right can significantly slow the clock down

The one dietary approach that has consistently been found to extend the life span of animals is simply to feed them less. A diet based on natural, nutrient-packed foods such as fruits, vegetables, eggs, meat, fish, nuts, seeds, beans and lentils will help the body get by on less without the need to go hungry. Drinking plenty of water has been linked with a reduced risk of major killers including heart disease and cancer, and helps to prevent overeating too.

Food waste

America has a wasteful food culture because of the pattern of our eating, and that kind of diet is one we’re unfortunately exporting to the rest of the world.  one third of the world’s food is wasted before it is consumed  In the developed world most of the waste happens at the consumer end, when food spoils in grocery stores or in refrigerators. Most of the waste in the developing world happens on the farm as a consequence of inefficient storage and processing facilities.

Each year 1.3bn tonnes of food, about a third of all that is produced, is wasted, including about 45% of all fruit and vegetables, 35% of fish and seafood, 30% of cereals, 20% of dairy products and 20% of meat.

Price volatility

The price of food is wildly volatile. In 2008, the United Nations Food Price Index almost doubled in less than a year before crashing in 2009. Prices then shot up again in 2010 and 2011. Despite this volatility, our supply of food stayed stable throughout this period. This suggests that the price of food is not determined by our ability to produce food at a global level.

Food additives

Do we choose the product that is “free from artificial sweetener” or has “no MSG”? What about the one that “contains no GM” Researchers have become uneasy about the use of iron in our diets. It brings dietary advantages to many, but problems for others. Folic acid, wheat, soya, nuts, shellfish and milk products bring benefits – but can pose risks. Dealing with occasionally dangerous trace ingredients is a vexed issue.

Organic food

Organic food has more of the antioxidant compounds linked to better health than regular food, and lower levels of toxic metals and pesticides, according to the most comprehensive scientific analysis to date. There are “statistically significant, meaningful” differences, with a range of antioxidants being “substantially higher” – between 19% and 69% – in organic food.

Processed food

The IARC’s experts concluded that each 50-gram (1.8-ounce) portion of processed meat eaten daily increased the risk of colorectal cancer by 18%.

Global food system

The most important thing to know about the global food system is also one of the least appreciated: there is enough food for everyone on the planet to live a healthy and nutritious life. In fact, the UN tells us that there is about 2,800 kcal per person per day available. But, the global food system is deeply inequitable. There are about 842 million people hungry on the planet, while at the same time there are about 1.5 billion who are overweight or obese.

Environmental impact

The way we’re producing our food is impacting our environment. Agriculture is responsible for 75% of deforestation worldwide, and is the largest contributor of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions. We’re also rapidly losing marine food sources. In 2010, 53% of fisheries were fully exploited (pdf), 28% were overexploited, 3% were depleted, and 1% were recovering from depletion.

Corporate control

A very small number of corporations control the vast majority of the world’s food trade: four companies produce more than 58% of the world’s seeds; four global firms account for 97% of poultry genetics research and development; yet another four produce more than 60% of the agrochemicals farmers use.
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lhitchco						
								
																Unit 13: Some Food-related films  
11/02/2015 

									Tampopo

Babettes Feast

Supersize Me

Food, Inc.

Big Night

Chocolat

Eat Drink Man Woman

Jiro Dreams of Sushi

The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and her Lover

 

And just FYI, via the RISD library, MOVIES!!!

Entire criterion collection + more!

http://0-risd.kanopystreaming.com.librarycat.risd.edu
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Jacek						
								
																Unit 14: Diagram of proposed schedule [to be discuss with teacher]  
11/18/2015 

									Unit 14 schedule process proposal
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Paul						
								
																End-of-year reviews  
05/06/2016 

									Overview

Juniors will present their work for review on Wednesday, May 25. It’s a great way to end the year for all of us, by allowing a closer look at each student and a wide view of the curriculum. Students receive critical feedback from faculty other than their instructors and can receive some of the best on-the-spot advising for future study (areas of improvement/strengths). Think of the review as your final Design Studio project for the year, a unit that carries the question: “how does one present 9 months of work in 10 minutes?”

Your Design Studio instructors may have specific advice, but below are the Department’s expectations of the review. This document is shared with faculty before entering the review.

Summary of goals for the review

	— To draw out strengths and weakness within a student and in the curriculum at large
	— To allow for a holistic view of a student’s body of work
	— To allow students to meet and hear from faculty other than their instructors
	— To advise students on future courses, internships, areas of interest
	— To force a student to present his/her body of work in a clear manner and a short amount of time (an important design problem in its own right)


Advice on what and how to prepare

	— Bring all of your work from this year. What you see as weak or irrelevant may really help instructors understand your trajectory. Consider how your presentation may emphasize the primary projects from each course while giving instructor’s access to the process or versions. We want to see your stronger and weaker moments in order to help guide you as best we can.
	— Include non-school work if it helps to complete a picture of your year. For example, if you spent months on a project for a student group, show it!
	— Show non-major studio work (wintersession) and be prepared to talk about Liberal Arts courses and how they fit into your GD work
	— Visit your room in advance to plan out your presentation. Arrive 20 minutes before your scheduled time to hang up work on walls and lay out projects on tables. Borrow a friend’s laptop if you need more computer displays. Use the projector if needed. Bring pushpins or other supplies that you need. Bring a laptop or plug in to a projector if available to show digital work.
	— You may need to reprint work or revise work to fit your presentation. Digital work may be best printed given the short time period.
	— You may ask a classmate or friend to be present to take notes or to hear the conversation. The review is considered closed except for peers you invite or faculty who are assigned or wish to be present.


The reviews go quickly so we will start and end on time. A list of student date and times will posted on a Notice (available online as well). Ask your DS instructor if you have any questions. Best of luck preparing your work and closing out the semester.
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